Notes	199
at the beginning of his journey had a heavy pack on his back,
symbolizing his sins, which later he was able to throw off.
20. Abudah : a merchant, in a story by "Ridley, who was
haunted by an old hag till he mended his evil ways.
page 154). 2. at his loom : his brain is working to find words
for what he sees.
19.    clown :   simple   countryman,   as   in   Shakespeare.
19.	sedentary ;   sitting ;   who   cannot   imagine   walking   for
pleasure ;  the tramp having a purpose,  to  beg or steal.
page 155. 23. epicure : here means he is fastidious about
his road.
pack 156. 15-16. the great barons : a metaphor from the
feudal system. The king owned all the land and gave it out
to baions to look after in return for military service. The
trumpet ' rallied ' men to the ' standard \ the flag which marked
the king's presence. The idea is that exercise stills all kinds
of thought.
page 157. 1. articles : referring back to the man who puts
what he sees into words.
7. bivouacs: cf. a night bivouac in the famous chapter
' A Night among the Pines' in Stevenson's Travels with a
Donkey,
18. millennium : the coming golden age. Here and in the
next sentence Stevenson plays with the idea of escaping from
time. In England, where punctuality is a necessary virtue in
a vivid and complicated society, time becomes a tyrant, a
* misery ? as he says later.
28,	fete : the use of the French word for festival shows he
is thinking of a French village.
page 158. 15. Milton ; the quotation is from his tract
Arcopagitica (1644).
29.	grog : spirits and water, usually hot.
page 159. 8. nicest coincidence : his ideas are pleasant
because they are exactly one's own. This is the correct sense
of ' nice '.
20.	Tristram  Shandy :  almost  more  than the   other  books
mentioned is to be read * by fits and starts ' and lingered over.

